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Abstract:- The proposed system presents power-control strategies of a Micro grid-connected hybrid generation 

system with versatile power transfer. This hybrid system allows maximum utilization of freely available 

renewable energy sources like wind and photovoltaic energies. For this, an adaptive MPPT algorithm along with 

standard perturbs and observes method will be used for the system. 

 The inverter converts the DC output from non-conventional energy into useful AC power for the 

connected load. This hybrid system operates under normal conditions which include normal room temperature 

in the case of solar energy and normal wind speed at plain area in the case of wind energy. However, designing 

an optimal micro grid is not an easy task, due to the fact that primary energy carriers are changeable and 

uncontrollable, as is the demand. Traditional design and optimization tools, developed for controlled power 

sources, cannot be employed here. Simulation methods seem to be the best solution. 

 The dynamic model of the proposed system is first elaborated in the stationary reference frame and 

then transformed into the synchronous orthogonal reference frame. The transformed variables are used in 

control of the voltage source converter as the heart of the interfacing system between DG resources and utility 

grid. By setting an appropriate compensation current references from the sensed load currents in control circuit 

loop of DG, the active, reactive, and harmonic load current components will be compensated with fast dynamic 

response, thereby achieving sinusoidal grid currents in phase with load voltages, while required power of the 

load is more than the maximum injected power of the DG to the grid. In addition, the proposed control method 

of this paper does not need a phase-locked loop in control circuit and has fast dynamic response in providing 

active and reactive power components of the grid-connected loads.  

 The effectiveness of the proposed control technique in DG application is proposed with ANN 

Technique to grid, increased power factor of the utility grid, and reduced total harmonic distortion of grid 

current through simulation. The project employed Simul ink to simulate power flow and static voltage behaviour 

in the micro grid. The conclusion from the research is that new static and power flow models are interesting 

solutions for designing small power system simulation like the DC micro grid  

 

Keywords:- Digital signal processor, distributed generation (DG), total harmonic distortion (THD), voltage 

source converter (VSC). 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 DISTRIBUTED generation (DG) technology also known as dispersed generation technology is 

electricity generating plant connected to a distribution grid rather than the transmission network. There are many 

types and sizes of DG facilities .These include wind farms, solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, hydroelectric 

power, or one of the new smaller generation technologies. The DG concept emerged as a way to integrate 

different power plants, increasing the DG owner’s reliability and security, providing additional power quality 

benefits of the power grid [1], [2], and improving the air quality as a result of lower greenhouse gas emissions of 

air pollutants [3], [4]. In addition, the cost of the distribution power generation system using the renewable 

energies is on a falling trend   and is expected to fall further as demand and production increase [5]. DG 

technology can come from conventional technologies such as motors powered by natural gas or diesel fuel or 

from renewable energy technologies, such as solar PV cells and wind farms. Over the past two decades, declines 

in the costs of small scale electricity generation, increases in the reliability needs of many customers, and the 

partial deregulation of electricity markets have made DG technology more attractive to businesses and 

households as a supplement to utility-supplied power [6]. However, the increasing number of DG units in 

electrical networks requires new techniques for the operation and management of the power networks in order to 

maintain or even  to improve the power supply reliability and quality in the future. As a consequence, the 
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control of DG unit should be improved to meet the requirements for the electrical network. Therefore, design of 

a control  technique, which considers different situations of the electrical networks, becomes of high interest for  

interconnection of DG units to the power grid. Numerous control techniques and strategies have been proposed 

and reported for the control and connection of DG units to the electrical grid [7]. In [8], an overview of different 

control and synchronization techniques for DG systems has been presented. Different hardware structures for  

the DG system [9], control strategies for the grid-side converter, and  control strategies under fault conditions 

were addressed [10], [11]. Different implementation techniques like dq, stationary, and natural frame control 

structures were presented, and their major characteristics were pointed out [12]. different controllers in DG 

system and their ability to compensate low-order harmonic components presented in the utility  grid was given 

[13]. Finally, an overview of grid synchronization strategies, their influences, and roles in the control of DG 

system on normal and faulty grid conditions wereDiscussed [14]. In [15], a control concept was proposed that 

provides sharing of harmonic load currents between parallel connected converters without mutual 

communication. In this paper, a converter operates as an active  inductor at a certain frequency to absorb the 

harmonic current components. However, the exact calculation of  grid inductance in real-time systems is not 

simple, and it can deteriorate the performance of the proposed control strategy. The fact that power grids are 

faced with unexpected and unavoidable disturbances and uncertainties complicates the design of a practical 

plug-and play converter-based DG interface. A robust interfacing scheme for DG converters featuring robust 

mitigation of converter grid resonance at parameter variation, grid-induced distortion, and current-control 

parametric instabilities is presented in [16]. To ensure high disturbance rejection of grid distortion, converter 

resonance at parameter variation, and parametric instabilities, an adaptive internal model for the capacitor 

voltage and grid side current dynamics is included within the current-feedback structure. In [17], a control 

algorithm of three-phase voltage source converter (VSC) has been proposed for integration of renewable energy 

resources to the main grid through an output L-type or LCL-type filter. The proposed controller provides active 

damping of the LCL resonance mode, robustness with respect to grid frequency, and impedance uncertainty. A 

control technique is proposed in [18], to determine which power lines should be inserted into the power network 

to optimize voltage profile during the presence of DG. In [19], an algorithm is suggested in order to design 

feasible line drop compensation parameters. This algorithm guarantees the satisfaction of voltage constraints for 

all possible variations in DG output. In [20], DG unit was model as a PV node, and its control was coordinated 

with existing volt/var controls to minimize distribution losses. In [21], a centralized control algorithm is 

proposed to operate the control devices using a communication.  The proposed control technique aims that 

active control of DG output and volt/var regulators be in desirable level in order to allow for higher levels of 

distributed resource integrations. A loss reduction and approximate power flow formula were suggested in [22] 

and [23] to aid the search for optimal feeder configuration for loss minimization. The impact of DG technology 

on distribution feeder reconfiguration was described in [24]. In this paper, the cost summation of electrical 

power generated by DG technology and from substation buses was analyzed. Several other control strategies of 

interfacing system between DG resources and electrical grid proposed and presented for different objectives [1], 

[25]–[28]. In all the proposed methods, a solution has been proposed for an important problem in electrical 

networks. In this paper, the authors propose a design of a multi purpose  control strategy for VSC used in DG 

system. The idea is to integrate the DG resources to the power grid. With the proposed approach, the proposed 

VSC controls the injected active power flow from the DG source to the grid and also performs the compensation 

of reactive power and the nonlinear load current harmonics, keeping the grid Schematic diagram of the proposed 

DG system. 
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 Current almost sinusoidal during connection of extra loads to the grid. The exact feedback linearization 

theory is applied in the design of the proposed controller. This control technique allows the decoupling of the 

currents and enhances their tracking of the fast change in the active and reactive power. This paper shows the 

complete   simulation and experimental validation of the proposed method for all its features, i.e., active and 

reactive power  generation along with current harmonic compensation. This paper is organized as follows. The 

proposed   system’s model is introduced and discussed in detail in Section II, with a particular focus on the 

reference  current generator. Sections III and IV are related to the modelling of the proposed DG system, with 

focus on the  dynamic and state-space model analysis for control and the current control implementation. 

Simulation results of the proposed system are presented in Section V for different conditions. Section VI is 

related   to the experimental results and contains a description of the testing setup followed by a complete 

experimental alidation of the proposed control technique. The experimental results are presented for the grid-

connected VSC that generates maximum active power of DG source and compensates for unwanted reactive and 

harmonic load current component nonlinear loads, thus achieving complete power quality features. 

 

II.  PROPOSED DG MODEL 
 Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed system. Conventional signs of voltages and 

currents  components are also indicated in this schema, where Rc and Lc represent the equivalent resistance and 

inductance of the ac filter, coupling transformer, and connection cables; Rs and Ls  represent the grid resistance 

and inductance up to the point of common coupling (PCC), respectively; vk (k = 1,   2, 3) is the supply voltage  

components at the PCC; vsk is the grid voltage components; vdc is the dc-link voltage;  and isk, ilk, and ick are 

grid, load, and  DG current components, respectively. In addition, the DG resources and   additional components 

are represented as a dc current source which is connected to the dc side of the converter.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Voltage and current components in special reference frames. 
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III.  VOLTAGE AND CURRENT COMPONENTS IN THE SPECIAL REFERENCE 

FRAMES 
 He proposed control technique in this paper is based on the analysis of voltage and current vector 

omponents in the special reference frames, e.g., 123(abc) to αβ and αβ to dq transformation. The Clarke 

transformation maps the  threephase instantaneous voltages and currents in the 123 phases into the instantaneous 

voltages and currents on  the αβ-axes. In the next step, the αβ reference frame is transformed to the rotating 

synchronous reference frame,  i.e., in dq-components. The synchronous reference frame uses a reference frame 

transformation  module, to  transform the grid current and voltage waveforms into a reference frame that rotates 

synchronously with the grid  voltage. By means of this, the control variables become  dc values; thus, filtering 

and controlling can be  achieved  easily [29]. Fig. 2 shows the voltage and current components in αβ andˉ¯¯¯ dq 

reference frames.  Considering d-axis vector in the direction of voltage vector in this transformation, the q-

component of voltage in  rotating synchronous reference frame is always zero  (vq = 0) [30]. Therefore, the 

instantaneous angle of grid voltage can be calculated  

ᶱ𝜃 = tan−1 𝑣𝛽

𝑣𝛼
                                      (1) 

In other words, if we consider the instantaneous angle of  load voltage by (1), the reference voltage vector will  

be in the  direction of d-axis vector of load voltage, and q-axis vector of load voltage will be zero. According to  

Fig. 2, the magnitude of the voltage at the PCC can be calculated  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓  =  𝑣𝑑𝑞        =  𝑣𝛼𝛽        =  (𝑣𝛼
2 + 𝑣𝛽

2)          (2) 

In the next stage, reference currents of the DG control loop must be calculated according to the objectives of the 

proposed  

 

DG model. 

A. Calculation of Reference Current to Supply Load 

Active Power 

In fundamental frequency, the active power injected from DG link to the grid is 

P=
3

2
 𝑣𝑑 𝐼𝑐𝑑 + 𝑣𝑞𝐼𝑐𝑞                                           (3) 

Where    capital letters are related to fundamental frequency of the currents. Therefore, by considering the first 

assumption (vq =  0), d-component of reference current to provide active current in fundamental frequency can 

be calculated by                                                                                                                         

   𝐼𝑐𝑑
∗ =

2

3

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑣𝑑
                                         (4) 

Where Pref is maximum power of the VSC in fundamental   frequency and I∗  cd is the d-component of DG link 

reference current in fundamental frequency. Due to limited output power of proposed VSC, reference current 

must be restricted. Calculation of d-component of reference current with this method makes it possible to 

control the maximum active power injection into the grid by changing Pref . Pref depends on DG system 

capacity, capacity of power electronic interfacing devices and transformers.  

 

B. Calculation of Harmonic Components of d-Axis Reference Current 

 In the dq reference frame, the fundamental current component  can be seen as a dc component, and as a  

consequence, the harmonic load currents can be extracted with high-pass filters (HPFs). The main problem with  

this method is the delay that  occurs when the control system is digitally implemented. To  minimize the  

influence of the HPF phase responses, by means  of a low-pass filter (LPF), a minimal phase HPF (MPHPF) can  

be obtained, and the transfer function of this LPF has order and cutoff frequency as the same as HPF. Thus, the  

MPHPF can be obtained simply by the difference between the input signal and the filtered one, which is   

equivalent to performing HMPHPF(s) = 1 − HLPF(s). A double-precision filter using  the Chebyshev type-II 

fifth-order LPF is used for this purpose. The filter considered has a cutoff frequency fc = (f/2)(f = 50 Hz) which  

promises the extraction of dc components in the nonlinear load currents [31]. Therefore, ild can be expressed as 

 𝑖1𝑑 = 𝑖1𝑑 + 𝐼1𝑑                                      (5) 

Where 𝑖1𝑑 is alternative d-compo nent of load current which is related to harmonic components of load current  

and Ild is the dc term of load current which is related to fundamental  frequency of load current [7]. To use DG  

link as an active power  filter, harmonic components of the nonlinear load current must be supplied. For this  

purpose, d-component of nonlinear link reference current is achieved by doing the sum of currents in  (4) and  

alternative terms of load current in (5)  

       𝑖∗𝑐𝑑 = 𝑖1𝑑 + 𝐼∗𝑐𝑑                               (6) 
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C. Calculation of Reference Current to Supply Load Reactive Power 

In dq frame, quadrature component of load current is perpendicular to direct component of voltage (vd ⊥  ilq). 

As  a result, q-component of load current indicates required reactive power of the load. To compensate load 

reactive  power, DG must provide a current with q-component equal to ilq. For this purpose, it is sufficient to set 

q- component of DG’s reference current equal to q-component of the load current as  

           𝑖∗𝑐𝑑 = 𝑖1𝑑                             (7)  

The term of i∗  cq is the q-component of DG link reference current. By this consideration, total load reactive  

current and harmonic components of q-axis are compensated [32].  

 

IV.  MODELING OF THE PROPOSED DG SYSTEM 
 For the purposes of this paper, the electric power grid is composed of the generation system, the 

transmission, or  the distribution system, and the loads. The DG source and additional  components are 

represented as a dc  current source connected to the dc side of the proposed converter. To draw an appropriate  

plan to control the  integration of DG resources to the power grid, a dynamic analytical model of the proposed 

power system should be developed. 

 

A. Proposed Model Analysis 

 Kirchhoff’s laws of voltage and current applied to the proposed model shown in Fig. 1 provide a 

general equation in the stationary reference frame in a three-phase system as                                    

   𝑣𝑖𝑀
3
𝑖=1 =   𝐿𝑐

𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑖

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑅𝑐 𝑖𝑐𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑣𝑁𝑀 3

𝑖=1    (8) 

A null value for the zero voltage component is assumed. Since the absence of neutral wire is considered, the  

zero current component is also null, with the assumption that the grid voltages  are balanced. By taking into  

account these assumptions, the ac neutral point voltage term can be obtaine                                                     

𝑣𝑁𝑀 =
 𝑣1𝑀 +𝑣2𝑀 +𝑣3𝑀  

3
=

1

3
 𝑣𝑖𝑀

3
𝑖=1                         (9) 

 

The switching function sk of the kth leg of the VSC can be expressed as 

 

 𝑆𝑘 =  
1; 𝑖𝑓 𝑇𝑘  𝑖𝑠 𝑂𝑁 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇1

𝑘  𝑖𝑠 𝑂𝐹𝐹

0; 𝑖𝑓 𝑇𝑘  𝑖𝑠 𝑂𝐹𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇1
𝑘  𝑖𝑠 𝑂𝑁

  

 Thus, with vkM = Skvdc and substituting in (8) and (9), a set of dynamic equations describing the 

switched model  of  the proposed DG model is developed. This model is general,  complete, and makes no 

assumptions other  than the use of ideal switches. Therefore, (11) can be expressed as  
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑅𝑐

𝐿𝑐
𝑖𝑐𝑘 +

1

𝐿𝑐
 𝑠𝑘 −

1

3
 𝑆𝑗

3
𝑗=1  𝑣𝑑𝑐 −

𝑣𝑑

𝐿𝑐
   k=1,2,3...(11) 

Equation (11) represents phase k dynamic equation of the  proposed VSC. By (11), the switching state function  

can be defined as 

𝑑𝑛𝑘 =  𝑠𝑘 −
1

3
 𝑆𝑗

3
𝑗=1                                                       (12) 

Equation (12) shows that the value of Dnk depends on the switching state n and on the phase k. In other words,   

Dnk  depends simultaneously on the switching functions of the three legs of the interfaced VSC. This shows the  

interaction between  the three phases. By substituting (12) into (11), dynamic equation of the   proposed model  

can be expressed as 

 

 

𝑑 

𝑖𝑐1
𝑖𝑐2
𝑖𝑐3

 

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑅𝑐

𝐿𝑐
 
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

  

𝑖𝑐1

𝑖𝑐2

𝑖𝑐3

 +
1

𝐿𝑐
 

𝑑𝑛1

𝑑𝑛2

𝑑𝑛3

 𝑣𝑑𝑐 −
1

𝐿𝑐
 

𝑣1

𝑣2

𝑣3

   (13) 

 

V.  STATE-SPACE MODEL OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
By use of Park transformation matrix, the dynamic equations of proposed model can be transformed to the dq 

frame as 

 

𝑑 
𝑖𝑐𝑑
𝑖𝑐𝑞

 

𝑑𝑡
= 

−
𝑅𝑐

𝐿𝑐
𝑤

−𝑤 −
𝑅𝑐

𝐿𝑐

  
𝑖𝑐𝑑
𝑖𝑐𝑞

 +
1

𝐿𝑐
 
𝑑𝑛𝑑

𝑑𝑛𝑞
 𝑣𝑑𝑐 −

1

𝐿𝑐
 
𝑣𝑑

𝑣𝑞
            (14) 

 

As the sum of the three-phase currents is zero, there is no homopolar component (ic0 = 0); therefore, the ac  

neutral point voltage does not affect any transformed current. This voltage can be deduced as 
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     𝑣𝑁𝑀 =
𝑣0−𝑣0𝑀

 3
                                                                   (15) 

 

It can be seen that the vNM only depends on homopolar  voltage components of the converter (v0M) and the grid  

(v0). In addition, when the voltage of power grid is balanced, the averaged value of v0 is zero; therefore, voltage  

vNM depends only on the homopolar component of the ac voltages of the interfaced converter. Considering the  

original position of the load voltage vector in d-axis, voltage vector of q-axis will be zero (vq = 0), and the other 

vector’s value will be equal  to EL (vd = EL), which is the value of the line-to-line rms  voltage of grid voltage. 

Therefore, (14) can be written as 

 

𝑑 
𝑖𝑐𝑑
𝑖𝑐𝑞

 

𝑑𝑡
=  

−
𝑅𝑐

𝐿𝑐
𝑤

−𝑤 −
𝑅𝑐

𝐿𝑐

  
𝑖𝑐𝑑
𝑖𝑐𝑞

 +
1

𝐿𝑐
 
𝑑𝑛𝑑

𝑑𝑛𝑞
 𝑣𝑑𝑐 −

1

𝐿𝑐
 
𝐸𝑙

0
         (16) 

where the homopolar component has been omitted. 

 

A. Current Control Technique for Proposed DG Model 

 In order to obtain a low overshoot, high accuracy, and fast  dynamic response to provide load active 

and reactive  power and  also harmonic current components of the grid-connected loads, two equations in the 

equivalent  model of the proposed system (14) must be controlled in two different and independent loops. As we 

mentioned  before, all the Park-transformed variables of  the DG system will become a constant value in steady-

state  condition. By this technique, it is possible to design the currentcontrollers using the well-known controller 

design tools meant  for regulation problems instead of having to design more complex controllers to track   

general time-varying reference signals. By referring to (14) and considering λ = Lc(dic/dt) + Rcic, 

switching state functions can be calculated as 

 

𝑑𝑛𝑑 = 
𝜇𝑑−𝐿𝑐𝜔 𝑖𝑞 +𝑣𝑑

𝑣𝑑𝑐
                                 (17) 

 

𝑑𝑛𝑞  =
𝜇𝑞−𝐿𝑐𝜔 𝑖𝑑 +𝑣𝑑

𝑣𝑑𝑐
                                   (18) 

 As shown in (17) and (18), the crosscoupling terms Lcωicq and Lcωicd exist in circuit of current 

control loop, and  the  blocks that contain Lcω have the objective of decoupling  influenced between both 

current control loops in  the d- and  q-axes. Note that the original control inputs Dnd and Dnq consist of 

combination of a nonlinearity  cancelation part and a linear decoupling compensation part. To achieve a fast 

dynamic response and zero steady- state errors, particularly during connection of nonlinear loads to the grid, 

which main grid is polluted by these  types of loads, a proportional–integral (PI)-type regulator is needed. The 

parameter of the proposed regulator  can be obtained as 

 

(λdq) = kp(Δicdq) + 𝑘𝑖 (Δicdq) dt      (19) 

 

where terms kp and ki are proportional and integral gains, respectively, and (Δicdq) = (i∗  cdq) − (icdq) denotes 

a  comparison  of the calculated reference currents and the actual DG injection currents generated by the VSC  

which create error signals and control the switches of the inverter according to objectives of the interconnection  

of DG system to the grid. The transfer function of the PI regulator for current control loops of  proposed strategy 

is given as 

 

Gi(s)=
𝜆𝑑 (𝑠)

Δ𝐼𝑑 (𝑠)
=

𝜆𝑑 (𝑠)

Δ𝐼𝑞(𝑠)
= kp+

𝑘𝑖

𝑠
                 (20) 

 

 To design PI regulator in circuit of current controller, it is necessary to decouple the model of the 

system by  adding the measured voltage of d-axis and cross coupling terms as shown in Fig. 3, where L∗  and 

v∗  are estimated   values of coupling inductance and grid voltages. Thus, the inner control loops of the current 

icd can be simplified as shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 3, the current loops of icd and icq are the same. Thus, 

in dq   reference frame, decoupled control for the reactive and active power can be conveniently achieved by   

independently controlling the d- and q-axis currents. 
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Fig3: inner control loop of the icq and icd 

 
The closed-loop transfer function of the current loop can be calculated as 

 

𝑖𝑐𝑞 (𝑠)

𝑖𝑐𝑞
∗(𝑠)

=
𝑖𝑐𝑑 (𝑠)

𝑖𝑐𝑑
∗(𝑠)

=
𝑘𝑝 (𝑠+

𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑝

)

𝑙𝑐(𝑠2+
 𝑅𝑐+𝐾𝑝  

𝑙𝑐
𝑠+

𝑘𝑖
𝑙𝑐

)
                        (21) 

 

 The transient response of the currents will be affected by the presence of the zero in (21). In particular, 

the actual recent overshoot will be much higher than expected. For the optimal value of the damping factor ζ 

= 
1

2
 the theoretical overshoot is 20.79%. To eliminate the effect of zero on transient response in (21), a refilters 

is added as shown in Fig. 4. The response of the current loops becomes that of a second-order transfer function 

with no zero. Comparison between general models of a second-order transfer function
𝑤𝑛

2

𝑠2+2𝛿𝑤𝑛 𝑠+𝑤𝑛
2  and (21) 

leads to the following design relations: 

 

                                       (22)    

     

where ωn is natural undamped angular frequency and depends on the specific time response. 
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VI.  DC VOLTAGE REGULATION 
The error value of the dc-bus voltage∆𝑣𝑑𝑐 = 𝑣𝑑𝑐

∗-𝑣𝑑𝑐 is passed through a PI-type compensator to regulate the 

voltage of dc bus (vdc) at a fixed value. Therefore, udc will be obtained as  

  

𝑣𝑑𝑐 = 𝑘1∆𝑣𝑑𝑐 + 𝑘2  ∆𝑣𝑑𝑐 𝑑𝑡                                  (23) 

 

where k1 and k2 are proportional and integral gains of the proposed PI regulator. Fig. 5 shows the equivalent 

control  circuit loop of the dc-bus voltage For proposed converter.  

 
Fig. 6. General schematic diagram of the proposed control strategy for DG system. 

 
Fig7. Simulink diagram with ANN block 

 

 
Local Power Generation Block Diagram 

The closed-loop transfer function of the proposed dc voltage regulation loop, got from Fig. 5, has the following 

form: 

 

𝑣𝑑𝑐 (𝑠)

𝑣𝑑𝑐
∗(𝑠)

= 2𝛿𝑤𝑛𝑣

𝑆+
𝑤𝑛𝑣

2𝛿 

𝑠2+2𝛿𝑤𝑛𝑣 𝑠+𝑤𝑛𝑣
2                                                   (24) 

 

where the proportional and integral gains are derived from 

 

𝑘1 = 2𝛿𝑤𝑛𝑣𝑐  𝑘2 = 𝑤2
𝑛𝑣𝑐                                                           (25) 

 

The control effort is obtained from 

 

𝑖𝑑𝑜
∗ =

𝑣𝑑𝑐−𝑑𝑛𝑞 𝑖𝑞

𝑑𝑛𝑑
=

𝑣𝑑𝑐 𝑣𝑑𝑐−𝑑𝑛𝑞 𝑖𝑞𝑋𝑑𝑐

𝑣𝑑𝑐 𝑑𝑛𝑑
                                                (26) 
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However, assuming that the current loop is ideal and in  normal operation of the active filter, the following  

properties hold, assuming the supply voltages are given by:  

 

𝑣1 = 𝑣 cos 𝑤𝑡   

𝑣2 = 𝑣 cos(𝑤𝑡 −
2𝜋

3
)  

𝑣3 = 𝑣 cos(𝑤𝑡 −
4𝜋

3
)                                                      (27) 

 

The transformation to the synchronous reference frame yields 

 

 
𝑣𝑑

𝑣𝑞
 = 𝑇𝑑𝑞

12  
𝑣1

𝑣2
 =  3/2  

𝑣
0
                                        (28) 

As a result, 𝑑𝑛𝑞 𝑣𝑑𝑐 ≈ 𝑣𝑞 = 0 and 𝑑𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑑𝑐 ≈ 𝑣𝑑 =  3/2𝑣 Hence, the control effort can be approximated by 

 

𝑖𝑑1ℎ+ ≈  
2

3

𝑣𝑑𝑐 𝑢𝑑𝑐

𝑣
                                                                     (29) 

The refcurrent in(29) is added to the harmonic reference current of the loop of ild. id1h+ is a dc component,and 

it will force the active filter to generate or to draw a current at the fundamental frequency.  

 

VII.  SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 In order to demonstrate the high performance of the proposed control technique, the complete system 

model  was simulated using the “Power System Blockset” simulator  operating under the Matlab/Simulink 

environment. The schematic diagram and principle of the proposed model and the control technique in an ac 

grid are shown in Fig. 6. The test model contains a power converter with ower rating of 20 kVA. The maximum 

available value of DG source active power is 8 kW, which is also the active power reference included in the 

simulations. At first,capabilities of DG resources and flexibility of proposed control strategy to control the 

proposed VSC  in providing active , reactive, and harmonic current components of     different loads  are shown, 

and the capabilities of proposed control method on reactive power tracking with constant output active power 

are considered. In addition, the simulated results have been used to analyze the total harmonic distortion (THD) 

of the utility grid current amid severe varying load conditions. During the simulation process, constant dc 

voltage sources have been considered as a DG source. In addition, the active power which is delivered from the 

DG link to the ac grid is considered to be constant. This assumption makes it possible to evaluate the capability 

of the proposed control strategy to track the fast change in the active and reactive power, independent of each 

other. For this purpose, when one of them is changed, another one must be constant. To simulate a real ac grid, 

the load is connected and disconnected to the power grid randomly, and grid current waveform will be 

compared with each other under various loads and conditions.  

 

 
Fig. 7.  Gride voltage and gride current wave forms 

 

 
Fig 2: Grid & load currents, and load voltage  

(a) Before and after connection of additional load and  

(b) Before and after disconnection of additional load. 
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         A. Connection of DG Link to the Grid to Supply Harmonic Current Components and Nonlinear 

Load Increment 

 Prior to the connection of DG link to the grid, a full-wave thyristor converter supplies a load with 

resistance of  20 Ω and 10-mH inductors in each phase. This nonlinear load draws harmonic currents from the 

grid  continuously. The DG link is connected to the ac grid at t = 0.1 s. This process is continued until t = 0.2; at 

this  moment, another full-wave thyristor converter  similar to the prior load is connected to the grid, and it is  

disconnected from the grid at t = 0.35 s. Fig. 7 shows the load voltage (vl), load current (il), grid current (igrid), 

and DG current (iDG) in phase (a). As shown in this figure, after the  connection of DG link to the grid at t = 0.1  

s, the grid current becomes zero, and all the active and reactive current components including fundamental and  

harmonic frequencies are provided by DG link (igrid = iload − iDG). In this case, load current is completely 

equal to reference current of converter; therefore, VSC injects the maximum available power of DG source to 

the power grid. As a result, the injected current from  the grid will be zero. The load current is fed from 

nonlinear link continuously until the connection of additional load to the grid. Fig. 8(a) shows that, after 

connection of  additional load to  the power grid at t = 0.2 s, converter injects the maximum  active and reactive 

power by connection of DG source to the grid. However, in this case, the maximum power of proposed  

converter is less  than the power which is needed to supply the grid-connected loads. Therefore, the remaining 

power is injected  by the utility grid. As shown in this figure, the utility grid injects high-power quality current 

waveforms even  under the connection of nonlinear loads to the grid, and load harmonic currents are provided 

by DG. There are  some sharp edges on current waveforms which are related to high-order harmonic frequencies 

and created  uring switching of thyristor converters. In addition, the production in control circuit of DG system 

is delayed for  around one cycle. This is due to the settling time of proposed MPHPF filter, in DG’s control 

loop.  

 

 Grid, load, DG currents, and load voltage (a) before and after connection of additional load and (b) 

before and after disconnection of additional load. shows that, with the same delay as before, additional load is 

removed at t = 0.35 s. As shown in this figure, after the pass of the transient times, the injected current from grid 

to the load becomes zero, and DG link supplies all the required power to supply the proposed nonlinear load. 

 Fig. 9 shows that, after the transient times during connection of additional load to the main grid, the 

load voltage and grid current are in phase, and the grid does not need to provide reactive and harmonic currents 

for the load which is shown for three phases. The ability of control loop to track the reference current 

trajectories of d- and q-axes, during connection of DG link to the grid and, also, connection of additional load to 

the grid, is shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) shows that, before connection of additional load to the grid, the actual d- 

and q-axis current components of DG’s control loop track their reference trajectory precisely. However, 

according to Fig. 10(b), after connection of additional load to the grid, the actual d-axis current component of 

DG tracks half of its reference trajectory to   

                                  
Fig. 10. Reference currents track the load current 

 (a) After interconnection of DG resources and (b) after additional load increment.  

  

 Its maximum active power (reference active power), and all the reference trajectories of reactive 

current change. Spectrum analysis results of load and grid currents depicted in Table I indicate that the DG link 

can largely improve the  
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 THD of the grid currents while feeding nonlinear loads. The  THDs of the grid currents are reduced 

from  21.39%, 21.29%, and 21.84% before compensation to 4.26%, 4.28%, and 4.35% after compensation,  

respectively. These results confirm the capability of the proposed DG link to compensate harmonic currents of  

the nonlinear loads. The trajectories of the load, grid, and DG currents in αβ representation are shown in Fig. 11.  

Fig. 11(a) shows the trajectory of the load currents in αβ representation, which is required to supply the load,  

before and after connection of additional load  to the PCC. It can be seen that the ac currents are containing 

some harmonic current distortion for feedforward modulation, so the αβ representation of those currents is not  

circular and is hexagonal. In addition, after the second load similar to first load is connected to the ac grid,  

radius of external hexagonal is exactly two times greater than radius of internal hexagonal. Fig. 11(b) and (c)  

shows the trajectory of the grid and DG currents in αβ representation, before and after connection of additional  

load to the grid. As it can be seen in Fig. 11(b), after connection of additional load to the PCC, the grid current  

does not contain significant low-frequency distortion for feedforward  modulation, since the αβ representation of 

those currents is approximately circular. Fig. 11(c) shows that, after connection of second load to the grid, DG  

link supplies the harmonic current components of d- and q-axes and half of active power and whole of the  

eactive power of the grid-connected loads. 

  

B. Connection of DG Link to an Unbalanced Grid 

 In this section, the ability of proposed DG link to track load  current components for unbalanced grid 

voltage is valuated. At first, a nonlinear load similar to the prior load is added to the PCC at t = 0.45 s. At t = 

0.55 s, the  grid voltage is unbalanced. Fig. 12 shows three-phase grid voltages, load current, grid current, and 

DG link  current. As shown in Fig. 12, load harmonic current components are provided by DG link, and grid 

currents are   aintained sinusoidal during balanced and unbalanced grid voltages. In addition, load voltage and 

grid current are  kept in phase (the grid does not provide reactive current). The proposed control scheme 

provides balanced   urrent injection from the DG link. Therefore, since the grid voltage unbalance forces 

unbalanced current in the load, the grid current is unbalanced. Depending on the power converter current ratings 

and voltage unbalance  severity, it could be possible to compensate the grid currents unbalance by injecting 

unbalance currents from the  DG link [32], but this is not the purpose of the present control cheme           

 

III. H Ability of Proposed Strategy to Supply Grid-Connected Loads 

 This test has been performed with the converter having only nonlinear local load which is connected to 

the tility grid. Prior to the connection of DG link to the ac grid, a three-phase fullwave diode rectifier supplies a 

resistive load with a resistance of  30 Ω in each phase. This nonlinear load draws harmonic current from the grid 

continuously and makes harmonic pollutants in utility grid. Fig. 15 shows the load, grid, and DG currents before  

and after connection of DG link to the grid. As shown in this figure, before connection of DG link to the grid, all 

the nonlinear current components are injected by main grid to the nonlinear load. This process is continued until 

the DG link is connected to the main grid. After connection of DG link to the grid, the grid current becomes 

zero, and all the active and reactive current components including fundamental and harmonic frequencies are 

provided by DG  link (igrid = iload − iDG). It can be seen that the problems due to synchronization between DG 

and power grid do not exist and DG link can be connected to the proposed grid without any high-current 

overshoot. The proposed load’s current is fed from nonlinear DG link continuously, and this process is 

continued until another full- 

 

 Wave diode rectifier similar to the prior load is connected to the grid. Fig. 16 shows the transient 

waveforms of  the dc-bus voltage, load, grid, and DG currents before and after sudden  variation in the current-

source type of  nonlinear load. It can be seen that, after connection of additional load to the grid, production  in 

control circuit  of DG system is delayed for less than half a cycle. This is due to settling time of MPHPF filter in 

control loop of DG system. In addition, load harmonic currents areprovided by DG, and grid current is 

sinusoidal;  however,there are sharp edges on grid current waveforms which are related to high-order harmonic 

frequencies and created during switching of thyristor converters. In addition, Fig. 16 shows that the dcbus 

voltage of the VSC is well regulated and no overvoltage appears in the transient state. Therefore, proposed 

integration strategy is insensitive to grid overload during connection of DG resources to the power grid. Fig. 17 

shows that, after connection of additional load to the power grid, the load voltage and grid current are in phase, 

so thegrid does not need to provide reactive and harmonic currents for the grid-connected loads. In this case, the 

local loads still draw active power from the main grid. This happens because  the maximum reference active 

power of proposed converter is less than the active power requested by the local  loads.Fig. 18 shows that, with 

the same delay as before, additional load is removed and, after the pass of the ransient times, the grid current 

becomes zero; therefore, all the active and reactive current components of the proposed nonlinear load including 

fundamental and harmonic frequencies are provided by the DG link. The ability of the proposed control loop to 

track the reference current of d- and q-axes, for the duration of  connection of DG link and for the period of 
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connection of additional load to the grid, is shown in Fig. 19. As hown in Fig. 19(a), before connection of  

dditional load to the main grid, DG link fallows both active and   reactive reference currents completely. 

However, according to Fig. 19(b), after connection of additional  load to the main grid, DG fallows half of the 

reference active 

 

 Current in fundamental frequency, whole of the reference reactive current, and whole of the active and 

reactive currents in fundamental frequencies. The remaining active current in fundamental frequency is injected 

by the grid. Fig. 20 shows the steady-state operations of the DG link for injection of maximum available power 

from DG source to the power grid when the grid-connected loads are disconnected. As shown in this figure, the 

grid current is out of phase with respect to the converter current by 180 electrical degrees, which means 

maximum active power injected from DG to the grid continuously. 

 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 
 A multiobjective control algorithm for the grid-connected converter-based DG interface has been 

proposed and  resented in this paper. Flexibility of the proposed DG in both steady-state  and transient 

operations has been  verified through simulation and experimental results.Due to sensitivity of phase-locked 

loop to noises and distortion,its elimination can bring benefits for robust control against distortions in DG 

applications. Also, the problems dueto synchronization between DG and grid do not exist, and DGlink can be 

connected to the power grid without any currentovershoot. One other advantage of proposed control method 

isits fast dynamic response in tracking reactive power variations;the control loops of active and reactive power 

are consideredindependent. By the use of the proposed control method, DG system is introduced as a new 

alternative for distributed static compensator in distribution network. The results illustrate that,in all conditions, 

the load voltage and source current are in phase and so, by improvement of power factor at PCC, DGsystems 

can act as power factor corrector devices. The results indicate that proposed DG system can provide required 

harmonic load currents in all situations. Thus, by reducing THD of source current, it can act as an active filter. 

The proposed control technique can be used for different types of DG resources as power quality improvement 

devices in a customer power distribution network 
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